We report a technique which can overcome these drawbacks, but maintains the advantage of phase microscopy -high contrast live cell imaging and 3D imaging (For the detail, please see the Ref.
INTRODUCTION
Holographic phase microscopy (HPM), an interferometry-based light microscopic technique for sensing complex electric field (E-field) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , has emerged as an important tool for studying structure and dynamics of biological samples [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , mainly due to its ability to measure phase changes induced by the sample with nanometer scale accuracy. Conventional HPM typically uses both temporally and spatially coherent light for illumination. Temporal coherence, necessary to accomplish interferometry, causes unwanted diffraction from optical elements and dust particles in the beam path, which results in fixed pattern noise. Spatial coherence is desirable since a well-defined wavefront of illumination beam simplifies extraction of the change in wavefront induced by the sample. The typical method of full-field imaging with a spatially and temporally coherent source is to illuminate a specimen with a collimated plane wave beam. However, employing plane wave illumination makes use of only a very limited aperture in a condenser lens. This leads to poor spatial resolution compared with diffraction-limited resolution of conventional bright field microscopy.
In this report, we present a novel imaging technique, called speckle-field digital holographic microscopy (SDHM), which utilizes the speckle field for illumination. By synthesizing E-field images of speckle, we significantly improve image quality and spatial resolution compared with conventional HPM. Recording of individual speckle pattern makes it straightforward to use angular spectrum method, valid for high numerical aperture condition, to solve numerical propagation. As a result, 3D images are obtained without scanning either objective lens or sample stage. The technique is applied to imaging biological cells to visualize intracellular features.
PRINCIPLE of SDHM
We first present a brief description of extracting a sample-induced phase delay with speckle illumination (Fig. 1) . We generated a speckle field by illuminating a holographic diffuser (NT54-494, Edmund Optics Inc.) with a He-Ne laser (Coherent Inc.). The speckle field traveled through a microscope and was imaged on a detector. The hologram of the speckle field was generated by imposing a plane-wave reference beam on the detector. Using a heterodyne MachZehnder interferometer [13] , a complex E-field of the speckle was retrieved, as shown in Figs. 1b-c. Then, a sample (polystyrene bead of 10 μm diameter, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) submerged in immersion oil, was inserted on the sample stage with the same speckle field illumination. Introducing the sample modified the original speckle pattern. Next, the E-field of the modified speckle was recorded in the same way as the recording of the original speckle pattern (Figs. 1d-e). The sample is almost invisible in these images since its image is overlapped with the complex pattern of the speckle field. We note that the speckle is stationary, as the coherence length of the laser is much larger than the scattering length of the diffuser. Therefore, the background speckle field can be removed and the sample-induced complex field image can be retrieved from the speckle field (Fig. 1b-c) by dividing it by the field without the sample (Fig. 1d-e) . As a result, the sample becomes clearly visible, as shown in Figs. 1f-g. Accurate E-field recording of speckle enabled us to account for the random distribution of speckle and thus to retrieve sample image. There exist, however, singular points in the resulting amplitude and phase maps ( Fig. 1f-g ). This is because the phase is ill-defined at the dark spots of the measured speckle pattern, which result from the destructive interference of a set of plane waves consisting of the speckle. In order to eliminate these singular points, we performed multiple measurements with different speckle patterns and synthesized them afterwards. For the systematic control of speckle patterns, we set up an experiment as shown in Fig. 2a [14] . Galvanometer mirrors in the sample beam path controlled the incident angle of a laser beam to the diffuser and generated angle-dependent speckle fields. Two sets of angle-dependent speckle images were recorded, one with the sample and the other without it. It took about 1.4 seconds to record 100 speckle fields for the results shown in Fig. 2 . Then, a set of net angle-dependent E-field images were obtained after dividing one set with the sample by the other without it. Since the distribution of dark spots and hence the singular points varies with the change speckle patterns, we removed the singular points by averaging multiple angle-dependent Efield images. The processed images are shown in Figs. 2b-e, where N represents the number of speckle images used for averaging. It is shown that the number of singular points was significantly decreased and the noise in the synthesized image was greatly attenuated as we increase the number of speckle images. To quantify the improvement of the phase detection sensitivity, we plot the standard deviation of phase averaged for an area of 4×4 μm 2 located outside of the sample. As shown in Fig. 2f , the standard deviation of phase decreases from 9 nm to 1 nm as we increased the number of speckle images from 1 to 100. 
IMAGING CAPABILITIES OF SDHM
We compared the image quality of SDHM with a conventional HPM. HPM images were taken with a plane-wave illumination, which was achieved by simply removing a holographic diffuser in the beam path. A 10 μm polystyrene bead was used as a phase object and a USAF 1951 resolution target (Edmund Optics Inc.) as an absorptive object. Figs. 3a-c are HPM images of the 10 μm bead and USAF resolution target, and SDHM images of the same samples are shown in figs. 3d-f. Inherent fixed pattern noise, induced by the diffraction from scatterers in the beam path, is visible in the HPM images, which degrades the overall image quality. In contrast, the fixed pattern noise was attenuated in SDHM due to the spatially incoherent illumination. Thus, SDHM successfully took advantage of incoherent illumination into coherent field measurement. Speckle illumination not only reduces diffraction noise but also enhances the resolution in comparison with conventional HPM. Speckle is composed of multiple angular plane waves. The larger the angular range is, the speckle pattern is finer and the spatial resolution becomes better. For non-luminous specimen such as biological cells and polystyrene beads, the diffraction-limited resolution is determined by both the objective NA and illumination NA, and is ), /( 22 . 1
where λ is the wavelength of light source, NA O is the objective NA and NA I the illumination NA [15] . In our experiment, we used the same numerical aperture for both NA O and NA I. . Therefore, we expect the spatial resolving power of SDHM twice better than that of HPM. To verify the enhancement in image resolution, we measured a cluster of polystyrene beads of 200 nm diameter each (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.), where the feature size is smaller than the diffraction-limited resolution. The theoretical spatial resolution is 595 nm for HPM and 298 nm for SDHM. Phase images taken by HPM are shown in Figs. 4a-d, whereas Figs. 4e-f present phase images taken by SDHM for the same samples. Notice that adjacent beads could not be resolved in phase maps acquired by HPM (Figs. 4a-c) . In contrast, neighboring beads were clearly resolved in SDHM images (Figs. 4e-g ) as indicated by white arrows.
3D LIVE CELL IMAGING
We applied SDHM to high resolution imaging of biological samples. HeLa cells submerged in phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS) were placed between two cover-slips and imaged using both HPM and SDHM (Fig. 5) . As seen in Figs. 5a,c, sub-cellular particles exhibited diffraction patterns in HPM, but were clearly resolved in SDHM (Figs. 5b,d ). With this improved complex E-field image technique, we numerically emulated differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy [16] . In DIC microscopy, a complex E-field containing sample image is physically shifted by an amount close to the diffraction-limited resolution and is recombined with original E-field to form a high contrast interference image. In our study, we numerically shifted the measured complex E-field image, which provides us with the flexibility in both shearing direction as well as bias retardation. The interference intensity is given by
, Δx, Δy, and Δφ are a complex E-field image, x-directional shifting, y-directional shifting and bias retardation, respectively. Results from numerical DIC images based on SDHM are shown in Fig. 5g . The image contrast is significantly enhanced compared with either amplitude (Fig. 5b ) or phase image (Fig. 5d) . Note that the same numerical DIC operation is also applicable to conventional HPM, as shown in . Arrows indicate sub-cellular particles or vesicles focused on the specific focal planes. Scale bar indicates 5 μm. For SDHM, 50 raw E-field images are processed to reduce singularity points. Fig. 5f and Fig. 5h are emulated DIC images propagated by 0.5 μm toward and away from the objective lens, respectively. As can be seen, intracellular particles were well in focus at the specific focal planes (indicated as arrows) and they became blurred out and disappeared when the images were propagated. This demonstrates the depth discrimination ability of the imaging process, and therefore the 3D imaging capability of SDHM. As a result, we could observe details of structures located at various depths without need for physical z-scanning.
SUMMARY
We have demonstrated that the speckle-field digital holographic microcopy (SDHM) provides 3D images of complex Efield with high spatial resolution, free of diffraction noise and improved depth sectioning. SDHM combines the advantages of incoherent imaging in resolution and image cleanness, with the merit of coherent imaging in complex Efield recording and 3D imaging. The SDHM can also be applicable to the 3D dynamic imaging. Single E-field imaging takes 800 μs, and approximately 50 raw E-field images are required to reconstruct a clean SDPM image. With proper optimization of galvanometer scanning scheme, we will be able to take 3D dynamic SDPM images at 25 fps. As we demonstrated in imaging biological samples, this technique will find immediate applications in studying the 3D dynamics of small sub-cellular structures. SDHM may also be applicable to other imaging fields, such as X-ray and ultra sound imaging.
